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A new hiehly self-aligned BiCMOS technology is proposod for the low supply voltage deep zubmicron

regime. Main feanres of tre device are (l)reduction of parasitic capacitance by a self-aligned contact

pro@ss, (2)process simplification due to highly mergedsruchuebgweenbipolarandCMOS. ?AGIIZ

bipolar devices and 03pm CMOS with a sourcd&ain junction capacitance of 3fF are merged on the same

chip. 55ps ECL gates and 60ps CMOS inverters at a supply voltage of 3.3V are dernonstrated.

l. INTRODUCTION BiCMOS technology is now

changing ftom simple compromise benvqr bipolr and CMOS

to a strategic technologr conforming to diversified ASICs and

new system architcnre such as RISC. Even for bipolar LSIs,

BiCMOS technology becomes increasingly indispensable to

overcome the monory packing density limit and power coruilmp

tion problem[lJ. However, performance degradation at low sup

ply voltage is recognized as a major limiting frctor for the scaled

BiCMOS devices. To solve this drawback new BiCMOS cir-

cuits srch as BiNMOS ad QQ-BiCMOS gate have been pro-

posed[2]. In these circuit configuratioru, parasitic capacitance

of CMOS device puts the serious consnaint on high-speed/1ow-

power operation of BiCMOS circuits. Moreover, increasing

process complexity will be an unavoidable pnactical issue in the

deep submicron BiCMOS rcgime.

In this paper, a highly self-aligned BiCMOS technology,

whichrealizes a low prasitic capacitance CMOS strrcture suited

for low supply voltage operation wittrout increasing process corn-

plexity, is proposed. This technology will leads to a new low-

power, high-qpeed and low-cost BiCMOS-ULSIS for frrnne

intelligent information systems.

2" PROPOSED DEVICE FEATLJRES For 0re scaled

BiCMOS device, MOS para.sitic capacitance zuch as sourcddrain

junctior capacitarce becomes a new limiting factor forhigh speod

BiCMOS gate operation rather than in CMOS circuits(Fig.l).

This is because source/drain jwrction capacitance becomes to be

larger than bipolar input capacitance, resulting in bipolar switch-

ing time degradation.

Main features of BiCMOS device structure proposed here
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are as follows(Fig.2), (l)reduction of both CMOS source/drain

andbipolar exuinsic base junction capacitarces by a self-aligr"d

contrct structure, which realizes tlre junction size less than 0.2pnf

rezulting in both high.r spoed and lower power consumption ofF

eration. (2)Process simplification due to highly merged device

structures in base/sorucddrain elecnode@SD poly-Si) and

emitter/gate electrode(EG W-polycide).
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Fig.2 Proposed BiCMOS device shucture



3. SELF-ALIGNED PROCESS The process for 0re

proposed BiCMOS device is based on a double poly-Si self-

aliped bipolar technology. Additional some implanlation stcps

are required to merge CMOS devices into the bipolar process.

Key technology is a self-aligned contact prrocess(Fig.3) which

is mainly consistof (l)definition of both contact region and iso-

lation region by Sir\ spacer, and (2hesist planarization for poly-

Si electrode etching. Both CMOS sotrce/drain and bipolar ex-

trinsic base regions are diffrrsed from BSD poly-Si electrodes

during its oxidation for the isolation both between emiser and

base, benreen gate and source/drain. Emitter region is also dif-

frrsed from EG W-polycide electrodes. Total number of mask-

ing process including 6 electron direct nwiting steps was 2tl w

fabricate by the second level metalization.

Buried prmchthrough sopper(BP/BN) under the channel

region is one of the unique feature of proposed CMOS su:r.lcture,

which is implanted self-alignedly with sowce/drain rcgion be-

fore gate electrode formation. Lateral struggling of implanted

ions srongly inlluences resulted two dimensional p'rofiles[3], be-

cause the mask opening sizes of BSD elecuode re comparable

or less than the projected range of BP/BN ion implanr Two di-

mernional Monte Calro simulations for BPEN layer shows that

significant decleases of imprnity concentration with shorrcning

charurel length(Fig.4).

Implantation conditioru are 50keV-boron(Nm(l)) and

l40keV-boron(Nm(2)) ions for BP layer, 300keV-ars€n(Nm(l))

and 390keV-phosphorous(Nm(2)) iorn for BN layer. Appropi-

ate ion doses are 1.5 to 2 times larger than those of the conven-

tional MOS devioes to avoid punchthrough phenomena in the

short channel devices. Self-aligned sub-collector implant and

rapid thermal annealing were also employed for bipolar devices.

Almost expected device strucnre was obtained(Fig.5).

4. DEVICE PERFORMAI.ICE

CMOS devlce Well conholled tlueshold voltage around

0.3V of n-channel and -0.5V of pcharurel devices were

realized(Fig.6). Drain crrrrent are almost the same level as con-
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ventional 03pn devices(Iable 1). Source/drain junction capaci-

ranoe was reduced down b On-|.3strlFm by tlre self-aligned

contact structure, which is2ffio of conventiond 03pm CMOS.

Overlapping capacitance ben*'een gate and source/drain is 0.12-

0.17fFlFn, which is one fifth smaller than that of SST-

BicMos[41.
Bipolar devlce No generation-recombination leakage cur-

rent between emitter and base was observed in Gummel plots.

Maximum cut-off frequency of was imp'roved uP 19 28GI{z due

o mainly zub+ollecor(sc) which was formedby lO0kev phos-

phorogs ion implant witfu dose of 1x10r3 cm'(Fig.7). Rapid tlrcr-

mal annealing for emiUer activation is also effective to improve

performance. Breakdown voltage benneen emi6er and base,

emitter and collector of these devices are 45V and 4.2V, respec-

tively. By convectional furnace emitter derive with 850'C for

15mh cut-off frequenry of 25GHz can be achieved by decteas-

ing implart doses for inrinsicbase@). Base resistance of 350-

400Cl was obtained (Fig.8).

5. BASIC GATE PERFORMANCE ECL gate delav

time of 65pa at swi6hing curent of lmA was obtaine4 which is

1.5 times faster than our 0.5pn BiCMOS devices(Fig.9). Gate

delay time of CMOS inverter is also around 60ps at a zupply

voltage of 3.3V(Fig.10), which is 1.2 times faster than a con-

ventional 03pn CMOS devices wi1}r source/&ain jgnction ca-
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pacitance of 15fF. Overlapping capacitance benpeen gate and

sourcddrain is almost negligibly small in the cirsuit operation.

6. CONCLUSION A novel self-aligned BiCMOS device

tcftnology has b€n Foposed. The 28GHz bipolar devices and

low parasitic capacitance 03pn CMOS have been merged on

the same chip without increasing process omplexity. This dem-

ornstates that the proposed BiCMOS device will pave the way

to high spe€d UIJIs for tlre coming low supply voltage era"
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